Building Trust

Trade, alliance & Sika’s.

New Zealand

WATERVIEW, AUCKLAND, NZ.

Project Overview

Sika’s special applications and the client’s desire to ensure the project met the necessary criteria under the Sika NZ (T) Ltd. QuickSet AN mix of course provided a substantial advantage.

Due to the short timelines to completion, the chosen delivery times were critical. This meant that Sika’s rapid application capability was essential. The QuickSet AN mix allowed Sika to provide a fast and easy application in a rapid action to enable them to keep to the required timeframes.

Project Challenges

The project presented a challenge due to the tight timeframes and the need for a rapid application. The Sika AN mix was used to ensure that the concrete was set within the required timeframes, allowing the construction to proceed as planned.

Project Participants

Sika NZ

Main Contractor:

Wells Concrete Alliance

Specialist Contractor:

Max Cotteason

Project Description

The project involved the application of Sika’s QuickSet AN mix, a rapid-setting concrete admixture. This admixture was used to ensure that the concrete was set within the required timeframes, allowing the construction to proceed as planned.
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